
 
 

 
 

THE MAYBOURNE BEVERLY HILLS 
An art and design haven that reflects the contemporary spirit and style of the golden state of California 

 

Situated within Beverly Hills’ famous Golden Triangle, The Maybourne Beverly Hills is the first North 

American property from Maybourne Hotel Group, owners and operators of London’s most legendary 

hotels - Claridge’s, The Connaught and The Berkeley - as well as The Maybourne Riviera, recently 

opened on the Côte d’Azur, France. Distinctively chic, residential in style and nestled in the heart of 

Beverly Hills, the hotel offers a fresh perspective for the destination – a curated oasis of art and design 

that truly presents the future of luxury hospitality.  

 

A warm welcome and cool spirit define the property upon arrival. Blending the group’s signature 

service with a hint of Beverly Hills glamour, The Maybourne Beverly Hills offers culinary creativity 

and sumptuous comfort in a landmark location. The property, spanning nine floors with panoramic sun 

filled balconies, overlooks the fragrant foliage of Beverly Cañon Gardens dotted with swaying palm 

trees and verdant gardens. From its perfectly placed setting, steps from legendary Rodeo Drive, one of 

the world’s most exclusive luxury retail destinations, to its illustrious cabana-lined rooftop pool and 

patio overlooking the iconic Hollywood Hills, this is a property that unequivocally captures the 

quintessential Southern California lifestyle.  

 

“Maybourne Hotel Group is widely recognized for its legendary service standards and creative 

energy. The Maybourne Beverly Hills thoughtfully embraces that legacy of innovation while 

celebrating a meeting of authentic Californian spirit with European style,” said Eugene Leonard, 

General Manager of The Maybourne Beverly Hills. “From artfully redesigned guest rooms and 

suites, to lively new dining destinations, nothing is more important to us than continuing to build upon 



a contemporary yet inviting atmosphere for our guests and local community to experience, all within 

the heart of Beverly Hills.”  

 

As with every Maybourne property, art is central to the design and guest experience. Featuring an ever 

growing and evolving collection, the hotel celebrates the Californian artist, with key works by Kort 

Havens, Jennifer Guidi, Ed Ruscha, Mary Weatherford and more. In addition, several international 

names can be found including works by Damien Hirst, Petra Rös-Nickel, Nelson Makamo, Brian 

Clarke, JR and Harmony Korine.  

 

 
 

Guestrooms and suites have been artfully designed in collaboration with Elle Décor UK Interior 

Designer of the Year, Bryan O’Sullivan, resulting in bright, spacious interiors with bespoke furniture 

and a soothing Californian pastel palette. The spaces feature touches so indicative of Maybourne – from 

curated library collections in every suite, to custom vases by Belgian glassware purveyor Henry Dean 

and one-of-a-kind artwork in each room and suite. The bespoke furniture includes softly curving 

couches, table tops and chairs – O’Sullivan’s distinctive signature – architectural lighting and marble 

accents reflective of those found throughout a discerning collector’s own private home.  

 

 
 

The hotel is home to a growing and vibrant collection of culinary experiences, including the recently 

debuted Maybourne Bar. Designed by world-renowned interior designer André Fu and helmed by Head 

Mixologist Chris Amirault, the bar is nestled in the lobby of the hotel. Inspired by the idea of creating 

a ‘hidden jewel’ within the heart of the property, the intimate space is anchored by a spectacular bar 

carved from solid Turkish silver onyx surrounded by high bar stools in Yves Klein blue and 

photography by Mary McCartney. The menu showcases both innovative and classic cocktails, wines, 

and signature bar snacks.   

 

Helmed as a local dining destination by neighbors and guests alike, the hotel’s buzzing all-day 

restaurant - The Terrace - led by Chef Kaleo Adams, offers seasonal California-inspired cuisine and 



cocktails in a relaxed yet refined al fresco setting overlooking the Beverly Cañon Gardens. The Terrace 

recently unveiled an extension of the dining space; a light filled room of smoky blue circular banquettes 

and a bright, large scale mural by local Los Angeles artist Jessalyn Brooks adorning the wall along the 

entire interior. The floor to ceiling windows and doors extending the length of the room flood 

Californian sunshine into the space, giving it an airy indoor-outdoor atmosphere. The newly debuted 

Maybourne Café, located just off the Terrace, serves homemade pastries, small plates crafted from the 

farmer’s market produce and an assortment of teas from The Rare Tea Co. In addition, as a commitment 

to working with and supporting local businesses, The Maybourne Beverly Hills offers specialty items 

authentic to the LA area including Maru Coffee, Bub & Grandma’s bread and Sqirl jam. 

 

 
 

The Cigar and Whiskey Bar is home to one of the world’s most exclusive whiskey and cigar collections. 

It is one of just three destinations in the city of Beverly Hills where smoking is permitted. The Cigar 

and Whiskey Bar invites guests to relax in the dimly lit wood-wrapped bar or sip in style on the outdoor 

terrace, overlooking tranquil gardens. Complementing the coveted whiskey list, the bar features a 

custom-made humidor holding over 1,000 cigars with 64 stick variations featuring premium brands 

from the Caribbean to Central America. 

 

In the recently redesigned ballroom, the extraordinary art collection of the hotel continues with a   

statement piece by US artist Tony Berlant.  This space plays host to some of the city’s most sought-

after parties and special events – from intimate dinners to large scale celebrations with up to 500 people. 

 

The Spa at The Maybourne Beverly Hills affords guests the opportunity to relish in a full day’s sensory 

journey focused on rest, release and inner peace. The comprehensive spa menu of uniquely customized 

treatments includes massages, facials, and body treatments using the purest ingredients. Each massage 

combines breath work, bespoke essential oils and fragrances, the use of sound bowls, hot stones, 

stretching and customized pressure. The spa utilizes only the purest ingredients including products from 

EviDenS de Beauté, the French Japanese cosmetic brand and Ila, the organic skin and body brand which 

focuses on the remedial power of plants, flowers, and herbs to produce hand-blended products with 

minimal processing. The Spa at The Maybourne Beverly Hills is the only destination in the United 

States to carry the Ila brand. 

 

A 24-hour gym complete with PENT luxury fitness equipment, Hydrow rowing machines, Woodway 

treadmills and Wattbikes, sits alongside the spa. 

 

### 

About The Maybourne Beverly Hills 



Situated within Beverly Hills’ famous Golden Triangle, The Maybourne Beverly Hills is a sophisticated 

escape from the hustle and bustle of the famous city on our doorstep; a rare and special place to unwind, 

right in the heart of Beverly Hills. Our spa is an unparalleled place of serenity and relaxation while on 

our roof, you’ll discover a rooftop pool bordered by cabanas, and sun-dappled views of the Hollywood 

Hills. The Terrace restaurant, overlooking the lush Beverly Cañon Gardens, offers cocktails and 

seasonal California-inspired cuisine, where you can sit, sip and dine as the world passes by. 

 

About The Maybourne Hotel Group 

Maybourne Hotel Group is a global collection of truly extraordinary hotels. From contemporary icons 

to heritage destinations, our hotels are singular creations, each with their own inimitable character – 

places inspired by their location, defined by our always exceptional and intuitive service, and united by 

our commitment to delivering unforgettable experiences. 

 

Hotel Contact: 
Blake Fox 

bfox@maybournebeverlyhills.com    

 

Media Contact: 
Meg Connolly Communications 

mhg@mcc-pr.com   
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